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Introduction on “What Happened in Chile?”
For a very long time, many have been talking about the amazing economic performance in Chile
following the economic reforms. In recent months, however, there has been a big change—a
reversal. And people are asking, what happened, why, and what can be done? These questions
are paramount to the “taking ideas into action” theme of this Mont Pelerin Society meeting.
These questions and others are addressed in this session by Axel Kaiser, Executive Director of
the Foundation for Progress in Chile; Ernesto Silva, Former President of the Independent
Democratic Union Party in Chile; and Arnold Harberger, professor at Chicago and UCLA, one
of the famous Chicago Boys, affectionately called Alito, who helped bring reforms to Chile.
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Presentation on “What Happened in Chile?”
Ernesto Silva
I first want to share a personal note. I am proud of my country. I am also proud of what a
generation of leaders leading my country. My father, he passed away nine years ago. He was one
of the Chicago boys. He was a student of Alito and many others. And so I think that I feel proud
of what we have been doing, and we need to keep fighting. That’s at least my attitude for the
future. Axel provided a great perspective on the battle of ideas, or maybe the lack of battle of
ideas. And I just want to provide some information for the conversation of this discussion.
And I think the question here is this going to be a bump in our path towards development, or do
we risk losing what we’ve been doing in the past? And the answer is not clear now. I will make
five points.
The first, the context. Chile has been doing great in any measure that you want to take. As Axel
mentioned, even in income inequality, we have been reducing inequality. We have been
increasing wealth opportunities. Everything has been doing great. That generated a new middle
class, and that new middle class is posing new challenges in terms of the democratic process, in
terms of how to promote free market policies, how to engage in the conversation. And one of my
points is that we have not been well prepared for that discussion.
Second, the facts. What happened in October? There was an increase of less than five cents in
the metro fare in mid-October. Less than five cents. And so civil disobedience started when some
people decided not to pay the metro fare. It started that way. And the night of October 18, more
than a dozen metro stations were attacked simultaneously. They were burned, on fire. That was a
criminal or terrorist attack. Organized. It was impossible that it was something not organized.
But we still don’t know who did that. After that, the reaction of a group of the population was to
support violence as a way of promoting change. And that’s really bad for the country. And that’s
really bad. A week after that, 1.2 million people went to the street to protest in Santiago, and
800,000 in the rest of the country. As you can imagine, different requests were on the street,
some people asking for pension reforms, healthcare, so there was no one demand – different
demands. But the left was very effective in trying to politicize that movement towards some
ideas.
So, they were able to organize, in my view, those ideas into four issues. Number one: social
issues such as pension reform, healthcare, minimum income. Number two: a new constitution,
and I will go to that later. Number three: to fight against human rights abuses by the police and
the military. They were trying to keep the city in order. But there was an organization to
denounce violations of human rights. And finally, number four: the idea – and you mentioned
this Axel – four, the idea of abuse. Business and government are abusing. We need to change the
model.
Point number three: my explanation to what happened? I don’t have a very good explanation,
and we have been talking about this during the week, but some ideas. Number one: a problem of
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expectation for the middle class. The economy, as Axel mentioned, has been growing less in the
last period – five years or six years – than expected, and the citizens expected more income for
their families in order to move forward. So that gap of expectations, I think, had an impact.
Number two: the lack of defense – and I won’t go into more details, because Axel spent time on
that today – the lack of defense and promotion of free market ideas. I would say that elites feel
guilty for what they have been doing in Chile, and it should be the opposite. They should not feel
proud, but they should keep looking for new opportunities of change, freedom, and
improvement. Third: the agenda of Michelle Bachelet in her second government – taxes,
constitution, and fighting inequality. Number four: I think that there was a change in the political
system in 2000… I don’t remember… fifteen? But it started working in 2017. We have a
presidential system, and we have a congress with two chambers: the House and the Senate. And
we used to have a system to elect a member of Congress for the House in 60 districts, two seats
per district. That generated an environment of negotiation and moderated coalitions. But we
changed that for the election of 2017 towards a proportional system. So, that was a mistake. I
didn’t mention this, but my background, I spent a year here at Hoover, but I was trained as a
political scientist, but my life was in politics. I spent a decade in Congress and as president of my
political party, which used to be the party closest to the Chicago boys. And we voted against, but
we lost. And I think that generated a fragmentation in the political system that we’re suffering
now. Five – and not many people are talking about this: government failure. In a middle-income
country, the role of government today, you like it or not, in providing healthcare, education,
transportation, and security in neighborhoods, it’s really important. And our government is not
delivering as it should. So, it’s more a crisis of the government than from markets, in my view.
And I think maybe, being critical with myself, I think we didn’t promote or keep promoting new
changes to foster markets, competition and ideas as we should. Maybe we thought that the job
was already completed. And I think that’s a challenge now – how to move forward.
And two special concerns that I want to share. The same happens in the US, but there is a huge
generational gap in terms of how young generations think about free market ideas and also what
they think about violence. More than 50% of the people between 18 and 30 are supporting
violence as a way to promote change. And I will just stay in that concern.
So, where are we now? This is point number four. First, we are rewriting the constitution. The
constitution has 39 years. It was written during the military government, approved by a
referendum. Then, 40 great reforms changed that constitution in more than 200 amendments. So,
it has been evolving over time, and improving, I think. But it was written during the Pinochet
government, and they decided to fight against that in terms of origin. And second, the left feels
that the current constitution limits the role of the government, and I’m happy it is, and they want
to change that. So, there was an agreement the night of November 15th, to rewrite the
constitution, and Chile will face a critical date on April 26th, because on that day is going to take
place a referendum where the population will say if they want or not a new constitution. The
polls three days ago were 80% in favor of rewriting the constitution, in a blank slate. We need to
change that, and we have only 100 days. Then we will have a constitutional convention. It can be
100% elected or 50% elected and 50% members from Congress, it depends on the vote on the
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ballot in April. And we will have the election of the members of the convention in October. Just
for the Mont Pelerin Society to think about this, imagine the campaign of the candidates for the
convention. I want free higher education. I want healthcare. No one’s going to say, or it’s going
to be difficult to say, “I want a limited government. I want to promote free initiative of
individuals.” It’s going to be challenging. We are facing a very challenging year. And then,
there’s going to be one year of writing the constitution.
So, there’s also a package of reforms in the [inaudible], including pension reform, as you
mentioned before, a healthcare reform, a minimum income reform, and a reform to the Chilean
police. As you can imagine, that is expensive. And we’re not growing enough. So we’re running
more deficit, we’re getting more debt, and we have to be careful. I end this fourth point saying
that there is a huge crisis of leadership. Mr. Henderson mentioned yesterday this idea quoting
Alito When Alito was saying in the past that a small group of leaders can make a difference. The
leadership today? The President’s approval yesterday in the SEP survey, the most reputed
survey, quarterly survey in Chile, six percent approval of the President – the lowest in our
history. Congress: three percent. Political parties: two percent. So it’s not a problem of the
government; today we have a problem in the political system.
In order to finish this ten minutes, a couple of final comments. I think we have enough reasons to
be pessimistic. But we need to fight. We need to fight. And here are some grounds for the fight,
or ideas to keep in mind. First, middle class values are consistent with free market ideas and
freedom, and we have a large middle class. But we need to connect – and I go to the previous
panel – to common sense and good proposals and ideas. Number two: we are a small country,
only 17 or 18 million. We are not yet sure of the amount, but a small country. You can make a
difference in a small country. Number three: a small group of leaders already did that in the
seventies and eighties, so we know that’s possible. We know that’s possible. Finally, for the
Mont Pelerin Society, I want to mention that the international community should play a role
keeping an eye on Chile, being connected. And also to keep the job that many of you do in
different places all around the world training people, providing ideas, generating a good network,
and keeping the support for universities and think tanks.
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